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Importance of Language

5.000 to 7.000 languages exist in the world today
“Language is the pinnacle achievement of man-kind” 
(Vivianne Redding, European Commission)

Language is inherently linked with culture

The way we speak / the way our language is structured 
influences the way we think (e.g., see research on cognation 
by Lera Boroditsky at UCLA)

Language Diversity as important for human well-being and 
prosperity, as biodiversity in nature

Language is deeply intertwined with human thinking, i.e. 
intelligence

KIT- Universität des Landes Baden-Württemberg und 
nationales Großforschungszentrum in der Helmholtz Gesellschaft
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https://lecture-translator.kit.edu
Using the System

KIT- Universität des Landes Baden-Württemberg und 
nationales Großforschungszentrum in der Helmholtz Gesellschaft
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Natural Language Processing

Wikipedia:
Natural language processing (NLP) is a field of computer science, 

artificial intelligence, and linguistics concerned with the interactions 
between computers and human (natural) languages. As such, NLP is 
related to the area of human–computer interaction.

Joint work of computer science and linguistics
Natural communication with computers

Computers “understand”/process natural language
Acquire knowledge from texts
Generate text
Overlap with Human-computer interaction/Dialog modeling

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Computer_science
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Artificial_intelligence
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Linguistics
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Computers
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Natural_language
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Human%E2%80%93computer_interaction
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Corpus-based Approaches to NLP - Overview

Input Text: 

Feature Extraction

Word: 546; Case: Upper-case; POS: NN; …

Statistical Model

Output
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Deep learning Approaches to NLP

Problems of simple statistical models
Feature engineering

What features are important to determine the class
Word ending
Surrounding words
Capitalization

Deep learning:
Use neural networks to automatically infer features
Better generalization
Successfully applied to many NLP tasks
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Deep Learning Approaches to NLP - Overview

Input Text: 

Feature Extraction

10010010010101

Statistical Model

Output
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Why is NLP hard?

Ambiguities
Ambiguities
Ambiguites

→ due to semantics and/or syntactic level...
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Ambiguities - Examples

“I saw the man on the hill with a 
telescope.”

I saw the man. The man was on the 
hill. I was using a telescope.
I saw the man. I was on the hill. I was 
using a telescope.
I saw the man. The man was on the 
hill. The hill had a telescope.
I saw the man. I was on the hill. The 
hill had a telescope.
I saw the man. The man was on the 
hill. I saw him using a telescope.
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Ambiguities - Examples

Computer Science Lecture
Das Vorzeichen der Zahl

Als Datenstruktur wird ein Keller-Automat benutzt
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Ambiguities - Examples

TED 
Fisch zucht anlage [fish farm sound system instead of facility]
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Ambiguities - Jokes

One morning I shot an elephant in my 
pajamas.  How he got into my 
pajamas, I’ll never know.
Policeman to little boy: “We are 
looking for a thief with a bicycle.” 
Little boy: “Wouldn’t you be better 
using your eyes.”
Why is the teacher wearing sun-
glasses. Because the class is so 
bright.
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Examples

Lecture Translator

Natural Language Understanding

Summarization

Backchannel Prediction

KIT- Universität des Landes Baden-Württemberg und 
nationales Großforschungszentrum in der Helmholtz Gesellschaft
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Simultane Vorlesungsübersetzung
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Components

Lehrstuhl Prof. Waibel - Lecture Translation
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ASR

MT

Lecture 1

Lecture 2

Lecture 3

Components Services Lecture

Service over the
network

Include latest
research results

Recording of lectures
In the lecture hall
Web server for result

System Overview
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Natural language understanding – Slot Filling

Sequence labeling task
Assign semantic class label to every word
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RNN-based Slot filling

Input: Words in one-hot encoding
Output: Label probabilities

Show

O

flights
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to
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York
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today
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Summarization

Summarization:
Reduce natural language text document
Goal: 

Compress text by extracting the most important/relevant parts

Information overload
High quantity of data
Processing summary only
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Applications

Articles, news:
Outlines or abstracts

Email / Email threads
Health information
Meeting summarization
…
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Techniques

Extraction
Select subset of existing text segments:
E.g.:

Sentence extraction
Key-phrase extraction

Simpler, most focus in research in the past
Abstraction

“Understand” text
Use natural language generation to create summary
More human like
Latest trend in research
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Techniques
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Techniques
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Extractive summarization

Three main components

Content selection:
Which parts are important to be in the summary?

Information ordering:
How to order summaries?

Sentence realization:
Clean up/Simplify sentences
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Sentence Extraction

Use statistic heuristics to select sentences
Do not change content and meaning
Idea:

Use measure to determine importance of sentence
TF-IDF
Supervised trained combination of several features

Rank sentence according to metric
Output sentences with heights score:

Fixed number
All sentence above threshold
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Attention-based Encoder -Decoder
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Attention-based Encoder -Decoder
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Attention-based Encoder -Decoder
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Backchannel Prediction

Acoustic cues for the speaker
Backchannel responses used by listener in social dialog

Provide feedback to speaker (positive, negative, neutral)
Establish relationship

Artificial assistants are becoming increasingly popular
Still distinctive non-human

Make human-computer interaction more social
Neural network based approach using LSTMs
User study for evaluation

28.05.18
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Smooth output by applying low-pass filter
Use threshold to detect BC

Post processing

28.05.18

spectrum (FFV) [17], which is a seven-dimensional representa-
tion of changes in the fundamental frequency over time, giving
a more accurate view of the pitch progression than the single-
dimensional pitch value.

3.2. Training Area Selection

We generally assume to have two separate but synchronized
audio tracks, one for the speaker and one for the listener, each
with the corresponding transcriptions. As we aimed at predicting
BCs without future information, we need to train the network to
detect segments of audio from the speaker track that probably
cause a BC in the listener track. We chose the beginning of
the BC utterance in the transcript of the listener channel as an
anchor t, and then used a fixed context range of width w before
that as the audio range [t �w, t] to train the network to predict
a BC. The width can range from a few hundred milliseconds to
multiple seconds. This approach may not be optimal, because the
delay between the last utterance of the speaker and the BC can
vary significantly in the training data, causing the need for the
network to first learn to align its inputs. In addition to selecting
the positive prediction area as defined above, we also need to
choose areas to predict zero i.e. “no BC”. We choose the range
a few seconds before each BC as a negative sample. This gives
us an evenly balanced data set, and the negative samples are
intuitively meaningful, because in that area the listener explicitly
decided not to give a BC response yet, so it is sensible to assume
whatever the speaker is saying during this period is not a trigger
for BCs.

3.3. Neural Network Design and Training

The input layer consists of all the chosen features over a fixed
time context. We train the network on the outputs [1,0] for BCs
and [0,1] for non-BCs. A visualization of this architecture can
be seen in Figure 1.

A
B
A
B

A
B

input features
with context

-1500ms
-1490ms

-10ms

A Feature 1 (e.g. power)
B Feature 2 (e.g. pitch)

BCnon BChidden layers

Figure 1: Feed-forward neural network architecture for
backchannel prediction.

The placement of BCs is dependent on previous BCs: If
the previous BC utterance was a while ago, the probability of a
BC happening shortly is higher and vice versa. After each BC,
the probability of a new BC rises over time. To accommodate
for this, we want the neural network to also take its previous
internal state or outputs into account. We do this by using Long-
short term memory layers (LSTM) instead of dense feed forward
layers.

3.4. Postprocessing

Our goal is to generate an artificial audio track containing ut-
terances such as “uh-huh” or “yeah” at appropriate times. The

else i tend to turnonthe television at eleven o'clock just to watch th

Threshold

Raw net output

Smoothed

Audio output
Trigger

Figure 2: Example of the postprocessing process. The top shows
the input audio channel together with the corresponding tran-
scriptions. The raw output of the neural network is fairly noisy,
so we smooth it. The highlighted range on the smoothed output
is where the value is larger than 0.7. We trigger at the first local
maximum of this range, emitting an “uh-huh” sound sample.

neural network outputs a noisy value between 0 and 1. To gen-
erate an audio track from this output, we need to convert this
noisy floating probability value into discrete trigger time stamps:
We first run a low-pass filter over the network output, which
removes all the higher frequency components and yields to a
less noisy and more continuous output function. To ensure our
predictor does not use any future information, this low-pass filter
must be causal. The commonly used gaussian filter is symmetric,
which in our case means it uses future information as well as past
information. To prevent this, we cut the right side of the filter
off asymmetrically at some multiple c of the standard deviation
s . Then we shift the filter to the left so the last frame it uses is
±0ms from the prediction target time. This means the latency
of our prediction increases by c ·s ms. If we choose c = 0, we
cut off the complete right half of the bell curve, meaning we do
not need to shift the filter, which keeps the latency at 0 ms, but
at the cost of accuracy of the low-pass filter.

After this filter we use a fixed trigger threshold to extract the
ranges in the output where the predictor is fairly confident that
a BC should occur. We trigger exactly once for each of these
ranges. Within each range, multiple possibilities to choose the
exact trigger time point exist. One possibility would be to use
the first local maximum within the thresholded range or the left
edge of the range. Using the left edge has the lowest latency, but
can give us worse results because it might force the trigger to
happen earlier than the time the network would give the highest
probability rating. An example of our postprocessing procedure
can be seen in Figure 2. We determined the optimal postprocess-
ing hyperparameters for each network configuration and allowed
margin of error automatically using Bayesian optimization with
the validation F1-Score as the utility function.

3.5. Evaluation

For a simple subjective assessment of the results, we choose
some random audio segments where only one person is talking
in a monologue. For each segment, we removed the original
listener channel and replaced it with the artificial one. This audio
data was generated by inserting a random BC audio sample at
every predicted time stamp. We selected these audio samples
from randoms speakers out of the training data, keeping the
speaker the same over the whole segment so it sounds like a
specific person is listening to the speaker.
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Example Video

28.05.18
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Conclusion

Natural language processing a key technology in artificial 
intelligence
Large number of diverse applications, e.g.

Speech translation
Natural language understanding
Backchannel prediction

Many solutions nowadays use artificial neural networks
Understanding natural language processing will give 
insights into the making of human intelligence

28.05.18
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People

Jan Niehues - Lecture Translation @ KIT


